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About This Game

This is an indie platformer game in which you have to jump from moving platforms, you'll get more points if you reach more
distant platformers, and it is a infinity gameplay, and apart from that, it is a random gameplay, so there is a lot possibilities.

What to expect:

-Infinity and random gameplay full of possibilities.

-Good soundtrack during gameplay

-Cyberpunk esthetic

How to play:

-Mouse to move and mouse buttons to select in menu

-Space to jump during gameplay.
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A great little Tower Defense game.

I like the simple art style and low poly look of the game. It's pretty interesting too with the levels expanding and changing each
play-through. It would be great to see some more level variety (ones with several spawners on higher difficulty).

The turrets and enemy types are interesting with a pretty basic unlock mechanic to use each turret. Some of the invisible \/
speedy enemies later on are hard to deal with and sometimes escape too quickly (probably something that could be fixed with a
balance adjustment)

Overall a great little indie game. I'm keen to see how this game changes with more dev updates.

. It has a v spooky atmosphere and delivers on scary spooks, but the story is so cliche that I kept stopping for eye-rolling breaks..
Its a good game, the regular history mode is really funny, and the plus mission mode offer a really challenge to players who
wants difficulty. Can you call this a sequel? I don´t know. Two out of three main characters making their appearance in Fox
Hime are here as well (Mori, Yan). However, the storylines are not connected otherwise. Yan is still an university student
(natural sciences) and Mori is still... Mori...? Their relationship is different though and some of their characteristics as well.

How does this compare to Fox Hime? As far as I am concerned, it is an improvement in almost every way. There are more (and
better) animations, music is still amazing, art is more detailed and so on. The novel is still kinetic but it´s longer and the story
feels more satisfying. If you liked the first game, I think you will like this one too (I like this one better). It was a pain to get the
"main" song but it´s free and you can find it online. I enjoyed this one.

The sexual content tag is here again. There is no sexual content as far as I am concerned. Not even ecchi (not that there must
be). The reason for this tag is mainly the other fox, who has a cleavage (worthy of mentioning) and some pictures kind of focus
on that. That´s it. Her breats do not serve any other purpose than fanservice I suppose, but it´s not porn, I wouldn´t describe it as
ecchi either. It´s a little weird since no other character or any other part of the game is that explicit and they don´t do anything
with her in that regard so both her cleavage and the tag are pointless. It´s pure romance and some inexplicable breasts. I don´t
mind either.

. I bought the game on sale, then after an hour or so of gameplay, asked for a refund. It's not because it's not a good game, but
because it has too many things I'm looking for that is not yet available at this early stage of the game.

It would be great to have a co-op adventure, not just a multiplayer battle mode-- what I was looking for at this time as I was
looking for something to play with my non-gamer wife.

To be fair, I still recommend the game. To be fair, I still will look forward to buying the full "explosive" potential of the game,
but just not now.

It still is a lovable game and is the best Bomberman-like type of game I have seen and played on different platforms.
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. Needs lots of work. It is early days though but this is no sandbox, fustrationbox maybe. It does have promise; we will see how
it develops at which time I may change my review. Till then this isn't one I can give the thumbs up to.. fun fact you can
apparently play 1 coop in 9.6 seconds(i got an achievment where you have to play 50 coop rounds and i have only play 8
minutes). A retrotrash version of Portal that actually feels like it was written by an AI forced to read Facebook posts; with a
killer sountrack that could make Merzbow's ears bleed.
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Just an average game, good for the completionists.

Game is kind of short, but the idea is to repeat and unlock lore by repeating and somehow changing your actions. The lore is
kind of shaped by the previous iteration of hero you played.

Gameplay can be easy or difficult, all depends if you get these ice rain frequently. Also some characters are kind of difficult to
play, or more exactly, requires meticulous apprach (e.g. bard, meant ofr supporting).. 1 map, about 4 animations for kills, 1
background song that gets really annoying after about 20 minutes.

Gameplay consists of nothing more than kiting and then using a big AOE hit, then using a bigger AOE hit, then repeat step one.

Mechanics for enemies are ripped straight out of hotline miami (or so it feels, maybe it's just generic)

There's only 1 boss

Needs more to it imo.

. I really like this game, they put alot of effort in this cartoon style for defence. There are several ways to win of course
depending what type of person you are. There are several levels. I like the music that was used for the game. It a casual game
that is less then a dollar. You get your money's worth for sure. Plus I am a huge fan of tower defence games, and this seems to
fit the bill. Though I concentrated building LOTS of boats. It's simply just a fun cute little game :). A++++++

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cmrvjeNjvZ0. A fairly short platformer with portal-esque controls, great artistic design,
and a killer soundtrack. Given that it's developed in unity it does have some glitches/problems but that is to be expected other
than that it's great, so check this game out if you get the chance!. I have been playing the Hacker Evolution games for several
years now. They have always been solid products with plenty of entertainment if you enjoy thinking. The games are essentially
time driven puzzles where you use the tools given to you and explore the computers given to you in order to crack the puzzle and
beat the level. The games always have a very pleasant asthetic that you don't get from any other game and the soundtrack is
always solid.

At the time of writing the review, the game is in an Alpha stages so there isn't much content but the game has been developing
very quickly. The few bugs are being addressed daily, features are getting added, levels are expanding. I am very happy I made
this purchase and I would recommend this game to anyone who is interested in puzzle games.. What's that - a 2 hour long
military contract about work as a pilot of a mech that is basically a bootleg Transformer using cool as f*ck guns?

Where can I sign up?. Pretty oldschool but great fun..
relatively easy for a shoot em up, but thats not a downside at all..most of the maniac shooters are way to hard for the average
gamer anyway;D
Looks much better in motion than the screenshots suggest.
Great to see that CAPCOM still releases such games, plays and feels exactly like the games we saw during the 16bit era.. I enjoy
this game way too much
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